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We commend Kulkarni et al. for their excellent study entitled
published in the 2020, volume 13, issue 2 of Mucosal Immunology
(ref. 1) showing the importance of goblet cell-associated passages
(GAPs) in inducing immune tolerance to antigens in the intestinal
lumen.1 Our previously reported study found goblet cells also
support the induction of conjunctival immune tolerance.2 Immune
tolerance on the ocular surface is essential for maintaining corneal
clarity and quality vision. It is recognized that topical antigen
application to the ocular surface induces potent immune
tolerance, through passive and active mechanisms.3,4

Goblet cells are specialized, secretory cells that produce
mucins and other supportive and protective factors. Goblet cells
are found in many wet mucosal tissues, including the nose, large
airways, intestine, and conjunctiva. Among these, the distal
colon and conjunctiva are the most goblet cell dense tissues.5

The predominant mucin produced by conjunctival goblet cells
is Muc5ac, in contrast to the gut where Muc2 expression is
higher than Muc5ac.5 Conjunctival goblet cells have also been
found to produce immunomodulatory factors, such as TGF-β2
and retinoic acid (RA).6,7

Conjunctival goblet cells are essential for the maintenance of
ocular surface health. Aqueous deficient dry eye and inflammatory
diseases, such as Stevens-Johnson syndrome, graft-versus-host-
disease, and aging are accompanied by significant conjunctival
goblet cell loss.8–10 Goblet cell density not only correlates with
the severity of the ocular surface disease, but the loss of goblet
cells appears to perpetuate a cycle of chronic ocular surface
inflammation.11–13 These inflammatory diseases carry a significant
burden to the individual and society.
Following the initial report of GAPs by Knoop et al.,14 we found

that conjunctival goblet cells also function as antigen passages.4

Smaller fluorescent molecules (≤10 kDa) showed greater passage
through conjunctival gaps than larger ones (70 kDa), and topically
applied 2.3 kDa ovalbumin (OVA) antigen was directed by GAPs to
subepithelial CD11b+ phagocytic antigen-presenting cells (APCs).
Furthermore, OVA applied to the conjunctiva of Spdef−/− mice
that lack goblet cells had greater retention of antigen in the
epithelium and significantly fewer OVA+CD11b+ cells in the
conjunctiva. We compared the ability to induce conjunctival
immune tolerance in wild-type and Spdef−/− strains. An increased
number of conjunctival APCs and IL-12+CD11b+ cells was found
in the Spdef−/− conjunctiva.2 Application of OVA eyedrops (as a
surrogate antigen) to the ocular surface induced conjunctival
immune tolerance in the wild-type strain as expected, but this was
not observed in Spdef−/− mice2 There was a greater generation of
IFN-γ producing CD4+ cells and a decrease in CD4+Foxp3+ cells
in Spdef−/−.2 Our study delineates the importance of the goblet
cells in maintaining mucosal tolerance, as was the case in
the study performed by Kulkarni et al.1 It also indicates that

goblet cells in different mucosal sites may have a similar tolerance
inducing function.
Kulkarni found that RA may be important in tolerance

induction.1 Similar to the intestine, the ocular surface is retinoid
rich. Retinol secreted by the lacrimal gland into tears is
metabolized by aldehyde dehydrogenase enzymes in the
conjunctival goblet cells to RA that conditions APCs. We also
reported that goblet cell-conditioned media had similar activity
as RA in decreasing IL-12 and IFN-γ production in stimulated
bone marrow derived myeloid cells in vitro.7

Taken together, these findings support the concept that
goblet cells serve as antigen passages that function in immune-
tolerance induction in goblet cell containing mucosa, like the
intestine and conjunctiva, and highlight the importance of
goblet cell preservation as a therapeutic strategy in mucosal
inflammatory disease.
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